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Abstract

**Aims:** It remains unclear whether or not human intestinal spirochetosis (HIS) has any associated symptoms or lesions. In this study, we assessed the prevalence of HIS in sessile serrated adenomas/polyps (SSA/Ps) and their possible association.

**Methods:** Following identification of early cecal cancer with SSA/P accompanied by a colonization of HIS, we went on to conduct a retrospective, case-control study, using endoscopically resected SSA/P specimens to examine the frequency of HIS infection in SSA/Ps.

**Results:** Nineteen SSA/P cases and 172 controls were obtained. The rate of HIS infection was significantly higher at 52.6% (10/19) in the SSA/P cases compared to the controls at 8.1% (14/172).

**Conclusions:** Our SSA/P series were associated with a remarkably higher rate of HIS than controls or than previously reported. This is the first report to provide evidence for potential association between HIS and SSA/Ps.

Introduction

Among the heterogeneous group of colonic serrated lesions, sessile serrated adenomas/polyps (SSA/Ps) are reported to be associated with malignant alternations, despite their resemblance to hyperplastic polyps (HPs) in gross morphology, through the serrated pathway involving the
mutation of the BRAF gene and DNA methylation [1], although the causal factors responsible for such mutation and methylation remain yet to be elucidated. On the other hand, while spirochetes are well-known causative pathogens of watery diarrhea in veterinary medicine [2], there are conflicting reports [3,4] as to whether human intestinal spirochetosis (HIS), which is mostly caused by Brachyspira aalborgi (B. aalborgi) or B. pilosicoli, is associated with symptoms of chronic diarrhea or irritable bowel syndrome. It is also reported that HIS may be responsible for colonic adenomas or hyperplastic polyps (HPs) [5], while its association with neoplasms remains largely unclear [3].

Following identification of a HIS-positive patient in whom both SSA/P and synchronous adenocarcinoma were present (Figure 1), we conducted a retrospective, case-control study, by using endoscopically resected SSA/P specimens to examine the prevalence of HIS in SSA/Ps and their association.

**Subjects and Methods**

In this case-control study, SSA/P cases consisted of SSA/P lesions endoscopically removed at our hospital and affiliated institutions between January 2008 and December 2011, and controls consisted of colon biopsies endoscopically obtained from non-SSA/P patients at our hospital between July and December 2011. All specimens were fixed in 10% formaldehyde for at least
24 hours. Given that spirochetes are reported to attach themselves to the microvilli of the colon [6], control specimens were excluded if they had been taken from patients with advanced colorectal cancer, as they are thought likely to be associated with minimal endothelial microvilli, thus potentially contributing to a low HIS rate among the control specimens.

For all patients diagnosed with SSA/Ps at the participating institutions, endoscopic images, hematoxylin and eosin (HE)-stained and unstained histologic specimens of the lesions were collected for central review at Hokkaido University. Of these, those confirmed by two independent pathologists to be consistent with the findings characteristic of SSA/Ps [7] were included for analysis. In their diagnosis, attention was focused on whether the lesions were associated with two or more of the following: 1) crypt dilation; 2) irregular branching crypts; or 3) horizontally arranged basal crypts (inverted T- and L-shaped crypts) [8] (Figure 2).

All histologic specimens were examined for presence of HIS by HE staining and immunostaining with anti-Treponema pallidum (TP) antibody which is reported to present a cross reaction with the Brachyspira species (AbD Serotec, UK) [9]. Specimens were judged to be HIS-positive if the colonic brush border was found HIS-positive after immunostaining (Figure 3A) and if the spirochetes were found to be present in the surface or crypt mucus (Figure 3B).
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed to compare cases and controls by using Fisher’s exact test. All statistical analyses were performed by using SPSS 20 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). 

\( P \) values of < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Thirty-five SSA/P cases (19 patients; men, 63.9%; mean age, 62.3 years) and 348 controls (172 patients; men, 66.9%; mean age, 54.6 years) were obtained and subjected to central review and analysis (Table 1). All SSA/Ps were shown to be flat, proximally located, and associated with multiple synchronous lesions, including HPs, adenomas and adenocarcinomas. Three of the 10 HIS-positive SSA/P cases were associated with adenocarcinomas, with 2 found in the same sites as the SSA/Ps and 1 found in a different site.

All control specimens were biopsy samples, single or multiple, taken from the colon and rectum of the same control patients, and there was no difference in HIS infection rate between these biopsy sites at 7.3% in the right colon and at 8.1% in the left rectum (Figure 4) \( (P = 0.796) \). Again, there was no significant difference in HIS infection rate, irrespective of whether single or multiple biopsies were taken from the same control patients (6.3% and 10.4%; 6/95 and 8/77, \( P = 0.331 \)).
The rate of HIS infection was significantly higher at 52.6% (10/19) in SSA/P cases than in controls at 8.1% (14/172) \( (P < 0.001; \text{Fisher’s exact test}) \) (Figure 5).

Of the 14 HIS-positive controls, very few were associated with “fringe formations” thus failing to meet the diagnosis of HIS at the initial diagnosis based on HE staining alone. However, a more detailed examination of the controls involving immunostaining revealed that 9 of the 14 controls were associated with “fringe formations” on HE staining.

Of the 10 HIS-positive SSA/P patients, 4 patients were judged to be positive for HIS both on HE staining (i.e., “fringe formation” present) and on immunostaining, while the remaining 6 were judged to be positive for HIS based on immunostaining, while they showed no “fringe formation” on HE staining. Again, spirochetes were found to be present in both the SSA/P lesions and their background mucosa in 4 patients (40%), in the SSA/P lesions alone in 4 (40%), and in the background mucosa alone in 2 (20%). Spirochetes were found to be present on the surface of the mucosa that remained intact.

There was no clear difference between the HIS-positive and –negative SSA/P cases in regard to the degree of lymphocyte infiltration in the background mucosa, amount of mucus on the surface mucosa, or crypt length and breadth (data not shown).

**Discussion**
Following identification of a case of SSA/P associated with multiple SSA/P lesions covered by mucus, we suspected and examined the presence of some bacterial infection which may account for the onset of SSA/Ps. Study results demonstrated that SSA/Ps as a potential causal factor for the onset of colon cancer are associated with a higher rate of HIS infection than controls, thus strongly suggesting an association between HIS infection and the onset of SSA/Ps.

In recent years, SSA/Ps have come to be characterized as the CpG island methylator phenotype-high (CIMP-high) associated with the mutation of the BRAF gene and regarded as precursor lesions of colorectal cancer. However, the causal factors responsible for such gene mutation or methylation remain largely unknown. In this regard, our results suggest that HIS may be implicated in the pathogenesis of SSA/Ps or their malignant alterations, while they fall short of providing definite evidence for their causal relationship.

In gastric cancer in which *Helicobacter pylori* (*H. pylori*) infection-associated, aberrant methylation is shown to be implicated [10], eradication of *H. pylori* has been shown to reduce the risk of developing gastric cancer not only in animal studies, but also in a prospective, multicenter, randomized, controlled trial [11].

If HIS is to be implicated in the development of SSA/P and/or its malignant alterations, eradication of spirochetes may have a role in reducing the risk of developing colon cancer in a subset of patients, as with *H. pylori* eradication in gastric cancer. Therefore, further studies are
warranted to confirm our findings.

In this study, all specimens were examined for presence of HIS by using both HE staining and immunostaining, which detected HIS infection in a greater proportion of control specimens than was possible in an earlier Japanese report [9] and allowed detection of control specimens associated with a “fringe” formation along the colonic brush border, which may not be characterized as such by HE staining alone. However, our study has several limitations. First, the study involved a small sample size and it was designed as a retrospective, case-control study, although it may be difficult to prospectively investigate the association between HIS and SSA/Ps, given that SSA/Ps are less common in incidence than other colonic adenomas. Second, the endoscopically resected specimens and biopsy specimens differed in regard to their size and location, although this may not be too much of an issue, given that the incidence of HIS did not differ between the biopsy sites examined. In this regard, a comparison of another 10 SSA/P patients and their 10 tubular adenoma controls matched for sex, age, treatment phase, and lesion location/size showed that 9 of 10 (90%) SSA/P patients were found to be positive for HIS, and 4 of 10 (40%) tubular adenoma controls were found to be positive for HIS (no detailed data shown), suggesting that the HIS infection rate may not vary depending on the specimen size or location. Third, the study confined itself to evaluating HIS based on cytological and histological diagnosis alone. More in-depth analysis with PCR may be required to establish the rate of HIS
infection and to identify the *B.* species involved, including *B. aalborgi* and *B. pilosicoli*. Again, *in-vitro* studies involving cell cultures or animal experiments are required to elucidate the association between HIS and SSA/P-related gene mutations and/or methylation, in order to provide further evidence for association between HIS and SSA/Ps.

**Conclusions**

Our SSA/P cases were associated with a remarkably higher rate of HIS than controls or than previously reported. Study results suggest that HIS is among the factors responsible for the pathogenesis of SSA/Ps. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to provide evidence for potential association between HIS and SSA/Ps. Further studies are warranted to examine HIS for association with SSA/P-related gene mutations and/or methylation.

**Take home message**

SSA/P cases were associated with a remarkably higher rate of HIS than controls. Immunostaining using anti-*TP* antibody is useful for detection of HIS.
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Figure legends

Figure 1 Endoscopic photograph showing SSA/P with synchronous adenocarcinoma

Figure 2 Photomicrograph showing SSA/P (HE staining)

Figure 3A Photomicrograph showing a HIS-positive “fringe formation” (anti-TP antibody staining)

Figure 3B Photomicrograph of HIS-positive tissue with no “fringe formation” showing the spirochetes within the crypts that tested HIS-positive in anti-TP antibody staining

Figure 4 Rates of HIS at each site in colon and rectum

Figure 5 Rates of HIS in SSA/Ps and controls

*Fisher’s exact test
**Table 1** Comparison of SSA/P cases and controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSA/Ps</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lesions</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (range)</td>
<td>62.3 (25-82)</td>
<td>54.5 (16-89)</td>
<td>ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males/females</td>
<td>12:7</td>
<td>115:57</td>
<td>ns**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*t-test

**Fisher’s exact test; ns, not significant
Right colon: 7.3% (150 specimens)
A 10.5% (46 specimens)
C 5.2% (58 specimens)
R 4.6% (87 specimens)
T 9.1% (46 specimens)
Left colon: 8.1% (198 specimens)
D 11.5% (27 specimens)
S 10.7% (84 specimens)

C: cecum, A: ascending colon, T: transverse colon, D: descending colon, S: sigmoid colon, R: rectum